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About This Game

Visual novel, ADV, ecchi, yuri, fantasy, 1-2 hours

Young and pretty nymph Pumpkin fell in love with her mistress. Unfortunately it's one-sided love and that is why desperate
Pumpkin decides to use charm magic on her.

The heroine will take on adventure through a magical forest inhabited by talking animals, magical creatures in search for the
ingredients for a magic love potion.

The story is filled with humor, nice art, and a share of ecchi stuff and also features multiple endings.
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Cute! I hope to see a sequel where we can actually get Amethyst to fall in love with Pumpkin!. Okay, this is a short, sweet little
visual novella about a nymph named Pumpkin who is in love with her boss Mrs. Amethyst. She isn't exactly the most
coordinated and... focused of nymphs either... Worse, her plan to get Mrs Amethyst to fall in love with her is to give her a love
potion. However, the story is played for laughs.

Even in the best ending, Pumpkin is fated to be fired, but she tries to roll with it.

I mean she is a nymph...

Anyway, this visual novel is worth the price.

There also is a patch of sorts... rather easy to impliment, too.... As a hardcore yuri fan it was pretty much a given I'd like this and
I do!

Pros

-Cute characters
-Its funny (forest of perverts XD)
-Uncensored yuri lewdness ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
-Nice art
-Choices matter
-Multiple endings

Cons

-Its short, but for the price that's not a big deal
-English translation is a bit off, but no cripplingly so

All in all a short cute fantasy ero yuri VN that I think is worth it for all fellow yuri fans (and pervs) alike.. Cute little yuri fable.
Very short story but very lovely graphics throughout. Music gets repetitive very quick, but other than that I liked it.

To unlock the sexy bits: enter gallery, press Tab, the code is *code*, press Ok. (No patch needed.). A short Visual Novel about a
nymph called Pumpkin whom is in love with her mistress. Help her satisfy her earning by finding the ingredients for the magic
love potion. ♡

By playing this game you will come across some really nice art style and scenery, fantasy characters and soothing bgm.
+refreshing graphics
+partially funny
+there are multiple endings
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Cons: Of short duration, therefore; fanservice ≥ plot.

I honestly would suggest purchasing it while on sale.. It has cute art and part of me definitely wants to root for the clumsy dryad
trying to win the affections of her mistress (at least at first) but there's little else to support it.

My support for the main character drops when the main plot point involves her trying to create a magic potion to drug her
mistress into having sex with her in what's portrayed as a really misguided attempt to make love bloom between them, and at no
point is this ever raised as an issue. It even comes off as hypocritical when Pumpkin (the dryad) criticises certain others for
being pervy when what they ask of her is far less creepy.

The choices system also feels like bad trial and error, in part because choices either give no real hints to what outcome they lead
to, or the hints sometimes point to the opposite of what you'd expect. Like early on Pumpkin is sent to find certain mushrooms
for her mistress. At one point you can choose to either search harder for the mushrooms or give up and go pick flowers to take
home. Somehow picking the option that completely contradicts the request you were given is the right choice.

There are rare moments where you feel like it could be a feel good novel, mostly with Pumpkin's ability to be easily distracted
and trail off into weird thoughts about sentient mushrooms, but with the novel's short length and uncomfortable themes it's not
enough for me.. Sweet Fantasy is a cute little game that for the price, you can do much worse for 4 bucks.

The CGs are good and even the sprites are quite nice considering the price. The storyline is short and there aren't too many
branches to explore so a complete 100% takes little more than 1 and a half hours.  The adult patch (see the community hub for
directions) adds a few additonal CGs but you never see more than boobs 

The translations are the worst part of the game with some grammatical errors that take a second or third read to make sense of,
and a few completely left-field misspellings. The music is alright when it is, from what I can tell, an original compostition and
not some kind of a jazzy-classical rendition of a public domain song (Yes there is a rather weird version of the Itsy Bitsy Spider)

TL;DR
If you have 4 bucks to burn or can pick it up on sale, go for it. Keep in mind you're getting what you pay for so don't expect a
masterpiece.
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I like developers who make it way too easy to uncensor their games.. So after playing it all the way through i gotta say this game
was....pointless, but harmless. There is no story here other than Pumpkin (the main character) trying to seduce her mistress
instead of trying to make her fall in love with her. But the game is fully aware of that and doesnt try to hide it and make excuses.
Its a meaningless but full fluff of girl/girl lovin. Hopefully the developer can make something greater with the money earned
from this one. Not a great game but not a bad one, well done developer.. As it follows from title, the game is really sweet.
Vivid colors and beautiful character design draw attention to a simple yet nice story and all this complemented by many
artworks.
Explore the forest to open entire gallery, meet perverted crow, lonely mermaid and finally help Pumpkin find her way with
Mistress Amethyst.. This game is so cute, funny and perverted. I loved it!. Having just finished developers amazing "Escape
from the Princess" today finally got round to playing this. Very short - but will need multiple playthroughs to get all CGs.

Pros

Yuri!

Super cute character designs - Pumpkin is so kawaii!! I want to hug her and make all the bad endings better!

Lots of fantastic CG for such a cheap game - ranging from Pumpkin being criminally cute to ecchi yuri goodness [when
patched / using the decensor code].

Lots of humour

Cheap

Cons

POOR PUMPKIN *cries* :'( - Even her best ending is bittersweat and she tries so hard not to be an idiot. We need a
sequal to get her back into her Mistress' bed... er... I mean good books.

. Good art, cute plot, but suffers from poor localization and instantly recognizable public domain melodies. The story overall is
too short to get any real characterization for Ms Amethyst and I really don't like Pumpkin as a protagonist. A lot of the text is
just her going in circles about nonsense completely unrelated to anything. Not a bad attempt at making a VN but could certainly
have been much more fleshed out.. Soooooo lemme get it straight.....I'm crazily into yuri. Basically I give an approval as long as
there's yuri no matter how terrible the story is.
Well but it's really hard to recomment it.

Seemingly, there's not even an ending that the girls can be together (please correct me if I'm wrong). There's no character
development. It seems that her mistress really has no love interest in her very the beginning to the last. How can I even call this
yuri...?
Most of the time Pumpkin is spending her time alone. Interaction between her and her mistress is like less than 10%.
And the "best" ending is successfully cheating her mistress to really drink the "love" potion and f%%%ed her, and then is no
more. Like really?

People saying don't expect anything deep when you see "sexual content" and 1-2hrs. I disagree, I've read shorter story with much
better content. It may not be deep, but definitely no so superficial and shallow......Oh.

The good side is there're a lot of CGs. CG-story length ratio is super high. And the producer created most of the stuff herself,
which I adore much. But.....I cannot give that story a pass.. 1.2h, exhausted all options, multiple 'endings' that are really just
degrees of sucess along a single 'route', very very tame (but cute) art, no ecchi, overall a let down. The software is solid, works
well, supports most VN features (gfx options, gallery, scrolling back, skipping, etc.) This feels like the type of product that
should be given for free to promote another, real, paid-for game. It's cute, worth the time to play it, but probably not worth
paying for (maybe a buck?).
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